English
English

The Story of Robin Hood
Instruction text - how to live like an outlaw
Narrative writing - retelling the story of Robin Hood
Non chronological report - a travel guide for the Isle of Wight
Guided Reading

The legend of Robin Hood
Throughout these units we will be focusing on the following key objectives:

Punctuation basics with reference to speech.
Prepositions and imperative verbs
Persuasive language.
Science
In Science, we are focusing on light. We will look at
how our eyes need light in order to see things, in a
range of experiments, and how darkness is the
absence of light. We will also look at the difference
between sources of light and reflectors, and
examine how a shadow is formed and can be
changed.

Topic
Our geography focus will
take us across the Isle of
Wight and compare it to
other parts of the UK. We
will become familiar with
coastal landscapes, rivers,
counties and main cities
of the UK.

Year 3 / 4 Robertson Class Topic Web
Autumn Term 1

Maths
Our starting point will be place value, making
sure children are secure in their understanding
of what each digit in a number represents. Then
we’ll move on to adding and subtraction with
and without exchanging (carrying numbers).
Shape, Space and Measure with Mrs Denness:

Exploring the properties of 2D shape and
drawing them; describing the properties of 2D
shapes; making 3D shapes out of modelling
materials; identifying 3D shapes on the surfaces
of 2D shapes.
Art
Mr Wilson will be exploring the work of various
landscape artists throughout the United
Kingdom, with the children, and we will
produce a landscape drawing ourselves.

Our Great British Isles
Computing
Online safety
What makes a good
password?
How can the Internet
be used safely?
Getting to grips with
age restrictions and
associated symbols.

Music
Year 3 will be having brass
lessons with Mr Stroud
while Year 4 will be
listening to music of
Antonio Vivaldi, one of the
first people to compose
music that was designed to
remind listeners of places
and things in the world
around them.

RE
We will be learning
about the story of
Creation.

PSHE
Being Me in My World
An introduction to our
new Jigsaw programme to
encourage mindfulness
and self awareness in our
children.

French
We will begin to look at
French vowel sounds and
learn some basic
greetings and numbers
to 12. We’ll also begin to
learn some classroom
commands.

PE
The children will be
learning about
cricket, including
batting, bowling,
fielding and wicketkeeping skills.

